
readings 28 – Is Google Hiding Something?

[after Kraig Grady]

mark so

[reader & musicians with pitched instruments

[an open place

[reader:

read aloud once through the poem “Is Google Hiding Something?” by Kraig Grady
unhurried, in a clear, normal speaking voice, without any special breaks or pauses

[musicians:

begin more or less together, when the reading starts
play through the material as many times as necessary while the poem is read
proceeding more or less together, spontaneously sharing the material somehow

ending once the reading is over, regardless of  place in the score

striving together to play most, but not all, of  the indicated notes
any doubling; material free to overlap with other nearby material

note-heads : durations free, up to ca. 2 seconds
beamed notes : somewhat faster, more regular

sonorities connected by vertical line : somewhat together
breath marks : brief  general pauses across the ensemble
dotted ties : optional (note may be held or re-articulated)

accidentals : apply to individual notes

each note may be played only where written, always in any tuning
generally soft, more or less evenly balanced with the reading

reading and playing generally independent, but open to being influenced by one another, and the surroundings
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Is Google Hiding Something?             [poem by Kraig Grady 
 
But are we hiding something? 
Are you hiding something? 
How long until you're hiding something? 
Are Your Documents Hiding Something? 
Hiding something after it is printed but not before 
Was Shakespeare Hiding Something? 
 
Make people think you're hiding something else 
What if Software Could Tell You the CFO is Hiding Something on the 
Earnings Conference Call ? It is easily understandable to hide something 
for the interest of is shareholders. Please write something more 
interesting. 
Are you hiding something in the Cabinet? 
Your Spouse Hiding Something? 
Are You Hiding Something in Your Cupboard? 
What is this? Is my husband hiding something? 
If they think this is possible, Did you ever want to hide something from 
prying eyes, yet were afraid to do so in your home? Something's hiding 
in here. Are you hiding something about self you are ashamed of 
revealing? wait i love you but I feel like you are hiding something from 
me. Are your neighbors hiding something? 
 
 
What are signs that he is hiding something? 
Is Obama hiding something from his college days? 
IS SARAH PALIN HIDING SOMETHING 
Is The Government Hiding Something? 
Is the CIA hiding something about 9/11 
Is the NASA digital manipulation hiding something in the Hale Crater on 
Mars? 
Chemtrails hiding something about our war with Planet X ? 
My Boyfriend Is Hiding Something From Me About Paranormal Creatures, 
Whats Wrong With Him? ? Is Dead Space's Hero Hiding Something Under His 
Mask? 
Something is hiding in my iPhone. 
 
Is he hiding something or am I just paranoid ? 
 
"He Who Yells Loudest is Usually Hiding Something" 
 
 
They're Hiding Something 
Administration is Hiding Something 
Of course they're hiding something. 
I imagine they're hiding at least as much as any government on the face 
of the planet and for similar ... 
 



I agree - they are hiding something - in the open. 

Hiding something in plain sight is a variant of the invisibility defense 
YOUR HIDING SOMETHING CAUSE ITS BURNING THROUGH YOUR EYES 
Yes, your friend is hiding a lot of things. There’s stuff boiling there 
that she is trying to ignore. 
Jessica Simpson is Hiding Something 
 
Hiding from something dangerous, or dangerous things hidden: 
JOHN AND CINDY McCAIN ARE HIDING SOMETHING FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE 
BEWARE: these same cockroaches are running and hiding as if someone has 
switched on the lights. 
The Snakes are hiding Something! 
 
The creep is hiding something and we as the PEOPLE of this country 
demand action. Two-thirds think Bush administration hiding something 
because he's hiding something and we wanna know. 
As good as he is at hiding things you would think he could never get 
caught doing anything, and whatever they do happen to find must only be 
a miniscule fraction of what is really there 
 
Bush Denies ‘Hiding Something’ From New Spy Czar; public gestures, voice 
patterns, facial characteristics scream out, 
He's hiding something, make no mistake about it. And it's BIG. 
But our new National Intelligence Director’s office in the White House, 
“Mad mullahs hiding something”? 
 
Is John Edwards Hiding Something? 
I heard that he was hiding the sausage. 
but Blizzard's hiding something 
“Blair’s hiding something from us” 
Could Bill Ford Jr. be Hiding Something? 
Those statements pretty much scream that he is hiding something 
Lack of evidence could mean Iraq's hiding something. 
 
Is the Catholic Church hiding something? 
If they are truly hiding something, it will eventually come out and 
we'll be crucified. 
 
Are the Masons hiding something or is this fake? 
Men who have beards are hiding something! 
The Organization Is Hiding Something . 
 
Davao Medical School Foundation Is Hiding Something. 
"It looks like they're protecting someone or they're hiding something," 
The Surgeon Is Hiding Something!!!! 
BlueTie is hiding something 
Hell yes he was hiding things 
Lil’Wayne is hiding something 



Nancy is Hiding Something 
 
I knew Hello Kitty was hiding something. something's hiding in here. 
black layer hiding something 
 
I honestly think that Sam is hiding something. Wal-Mart is hiding 
something and is striking back by hiding other discounts until 
Thanksgiving day. 
 
 
The Librarians are hiding something. 
The Deception one-sheet may be hiding something. 
No one is that 2-dimensional. 

I wish I had something worth hiding. 
To hide something in multiple contexts, "Something worth hiding," he 
clarified carefully. "Something to make all the hiding and repressing 
worth it." The unwilling-unable distinction is like the difference 
between purposely hiding something from others and unconsciously hiding 
something from yourself 
If they came up against a barrier, however effective, I would already be 
guilty of hiding something - which I'm not. There is no reason for 
someone to lie, unless they are hiding something. 
I've noticed that hesitation is one of the early signals to me that I'm 
hiding from something or behind something. "I'm hiding something very, 
very scary about me. About what I am and who I represent and what I 
did."I think Peter is hiding something and it has absolutely nothing to 
do with poker . something's hiding deep inside. 
 
I’m always hiding something. Shit I'm doing it right now. 
 
he had once again thought of hiding something else in the same (unusual) 
place. a place suitable for hiding something (such as yourself) 
 
Is Burma Hiding Something? 
If you must hide something there, at least camouflage it. Think about 
where you would hide something if you were sure someone was coming 
looking for it, then hide it someplace else. I'm in agreement that 
hiding something might need to happen before you add it 
Gitmo Terrorists Hiding Weapons in their ...Hiding something in their 
Quran probably happened about once or twice. 
Security researchers note that simply hiding something doesn't make it a 
threat, but they are experts in detecting when someone is deliberately 
hiding something and are training machines to recognize human emotions. 
Police must be hiding something under the rug by physically hiding 
something from someone in our home like food, cigarettes, drugs, and money. 
 
 
I don’t even think it’s a matter of hiding something. 




